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The School- it had its slipping hazards. But now
there's safety in Alundum Stair Tiles and Treads

EDUCATIION
Norton also serving America's greatest industry - the fundamental industry - the
school. "Norton Floorsll is the trade name for a line of non-slip products - Alundum
Stair and Floor Tiles, Alundum Ceramic Mosaics, Alundum Aggregates for terrazzo and cement floors.
All are permanently non-slip.

Wear-resisting.

School children must be safeguarded against accident - on the stairs, in the lobbies,
the lavatories, the shower room. Even the swimming pool needs its non-slip edges
and surrounding Roors. Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.

Grinding
Wheels
• • . • Abrasives
for Polishing
•...
Abrasive Aggregate •..•
Floor and Stair Tile •••.
Grinding and Lapping Machines
••.•
Refractories
....
Porous
Plates
••••
Pulpstones
....
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MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTE
TECHNOLOGY
New George Eastman Research
Laboratories, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Coolidge &. Ca r-lsou, Architects
J. Farquhar's
orss, Inc .., Sheet Metal
Con tractors
Stone &. Webster, Lac., Contractors &
Engineers

\G.tt$f4EY\
THRU·WALL FLASHING PROVIDES SPECIAL
CORNICE PROTECTION AGAINST SEEPAGEEXPANSION AND CONTRACTION
The method of thru-flashing the main cornice of the new Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Laboratories clearly demonstrates the use of Cheney Thru-wall Flashing
formed co specification.
.
The photograph illustrates that part of the flashing exposed to the weather; the cross
section, the usual thru-wall installation aud method used in anchoring the flashing by
carrying it across the top, down the face and underneath the cornice.
Cheney Keyed Flashing used as exposed cornice covering, absorbs expansion and
contraction
strains without breaking - whereas plain metal, constantly strained,
invariably breaks open, causing leaks.
Cheney Flashing is the only proved thru-wall copper flashing that runs completely
through the masonry wall and forms a positive Key-bond in all directions within the
mortar bed. Catalog on request.

THE CHENEY COMPANY
WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Pacific Coast Representative: Westates Products Company, San Francisco, California
In Canada: Corporate Steel Products, Limited, Montreal
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THE

signed by Cass Gilbert and his associates, Cass Gilbert,
Jr., and John R. Rockart, in cooperation with David
Lynn, Architect of the Capitol. It is 38S feet long and
304 feet wide. The sixteen columns at the entrance,
made up of 80 huge drums, are about S2 feet high, with
a maximum diameter of six feet.
In Washington,
as in other sections of the country,
the finest of architectural
effects are being obtained
through the use of Vermont Marble.

United States Supreme Court is to have a
building of its own - covering an entire block
opposite the Senate Wing of the Capitol. This reproduction of the architect's
rendering shows how the
structure
will look when completed.
Already
our
quarries and shops are providing the material for the
exterior walls - a contract which calls for the finishing
of nearly 1000 carloads of Imperial Danby marble.
This latest addition to the nation's capital was de-

VERMONT

MARBLE

Cr-' Ewi1lg

COMPANY
( (10)
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For Supervisory or
ROFESSOR TENNEYI,. DAVISsees science steadily
P
and sees it whole, as his article, the first in this issue,
demonstrates. After graduating from Technology in

Miniature Control

LATOX
LEAD COVERED CABLE

1913 he continued his studies at Harvard where he received his Master's and Doctor's degrees. In 1919 he
joined the Institute's instructing staff and since 1926
he has been an Associate Professor of Organic Chemistry. Besides being a Contributing Editor of The Review, he is an Associate Editor of both I sis and A rcheion,
journals relating to the history of science. (l When the
names of 28 foremost American scientists were recently
inscribed on stone tablets above the entrance of the new
Buhl Hall of Science at the Pennsylvania College for
Women, the roster included WILLIS R. WHITNEY,
contributor of the second article in this issue. This is
adequate evidence of Dr. Whitney's high standing,
particularly because the 28 names were selected by a
poll of the 902 starred scientists listed in "American
Men of Science." Dr. Whitney obtained his Bachelor's
degree from M. I. T. in 1890 and he is now Director of
the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company. The article by him is drawn from the address
which he delivered upon receiving the Franklin Medal
of the Franklin Institute.

Many of the smaller substations of electric light
and power companies and electric railways
are
operated by so-called "supervisory control" from the
load dispatchers office - which may be located a mile
or more from the substation.
Switches, transfermel'S, cable circuits, and metering devices are "cut
in" and "cut out" through sensitive relay apparatus
which usually operates at 125 volts A. C. or 250
volts D. C. with vel'y small current values - 1/4
ampere or less.
LATOX Lead Covered Cable is a new, dependable
type of cable for supervisory or miniature control
service. The copper conductors are insulated with a
thin layer of LATOX, a new type of rubber insulation made directly from rubber latex.
The insulated conductors combine the advantages
of rubber and paper insulation.
LATOX rubber insulation is put on the conductors evenly and thinly
to obtain the light weight and small diameter of
paper insulated cables and has the dielectric strength
of rubber insulation which insures against voltage
breakdown.
LATOX insulation does not absorb
water. It is practically pure vulcanized rubber, has
exceptionally long life and retains those qualities
which make rubber the best insulation yet devised
for wires and cables.
Further information will be furnished upon request.

T IS particularly fitting that The Review should
I
present a survey of the development of calculating
machines, since so much notable work in this field has
been carried on by the Institute's Department of Electrical Engineering. The author of this article, HAROLD
L.
HAZEN,'24, is an Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering and he has participated in the development of the various integraphs and analyzers that have
been built by his department. He just recently presented
to the Faculty of the Institute a doctorial thesis entitled "The Extension of Electrical Engineering Analysis
through the Reduction of Computational Limitations by
Mechanical Methods." Mr. Hazen points out the inspiration that he and his colleagues have received from the
works of that great German mathematician and philosopher, Leibniz. This doubtless recalls to Review readers an
article by orbert Wiener in our February, 1932,issueentitled "Backto Leibniz." (lDANIELC.SAYREContributed
the article on the vulgate of aeronautics which appeared
in The Review for November, 1931. Professor Sayre,
as we have pointed out before, wants it expressly understood that he is not a modock, a dodo, or a kewee, but a
full-fledgedlicensed pilot. This he has demonstrated by
the great skill with which he has conducted the daily
flights of the airplane operated by the Meteorological
Division of the Institute's Department of Aeronautical
Engineering. Throughout a New England winter he has
accomplished 90% of the planned flights - a record
to be envied, as transport pilots will agree. Professor
Sayre holds both Bachelor's ('23) and Master's degrees
from the Institute, and he is an Assistant Professor on
the staff of the Institute's Department of Aeronautical
Engineering.
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DOll '/ remove the moisturep roof wrapping from your
package of Camels 0-fter
you open it. The Camel
Humidor Pack isprotection
against per/llTne and powder odors, du.rt alld gem/so
ln offices and homes, ellen
in tbe dry atmosphere 0/
artificial heat, the Camel
Humidor Pack can be
depended upon to deliver
[resb Camels every ti111"

She smokes FRESH cigarettes
...

Dot parched

0'-

toasted

you buy Camels you get fresh
cigarettes. That's why women particularly
prefer them.

Kept in factory-prime condition until they reach
the smoker by the air-sealed, Camel Humidor
Pack.

Cool, refreshing smoke that is mild all the
way down, with no trace of parch or bite to
sting the tongue or rasp the throat.

The select tobaccos that go to make up your
Camels are never parched or toasted.

W

HEN

That's because Camels are made right and
kept right.
Made of choice Turkish and sun- ripened
Domestic tobaccos that are properly conditioned; that contain just the right amount of
natural moisture.

The Reynolds method of scientifically applying heat guarantees against that.
H you've never experienced the delight of
a cigarette that has never been parched or
toasted switch to Camels, then leave themif you can.
R.

J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
"Are you Listeuin'P"

CAMELS
Ifle"le FRESH - Kept FIlESD

© 1932, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

R.). REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY'S
COAST· TO· COAST RADIO PROGRAMS

Camel
Columbia

Quartet' Hour
Broadcasting

System

Prince Albert Quarter Honr
National

Broadcasting

Company

Red Network

See 'radio page of local neu/spatrer lot, time

Dartmollth Hall, in Old Dartmouth Row. This famora blli/di"g once
housed the entire coJ/ege, including lectur« rooms and dorm[torieJ.

DARTMOUTH

ALUMNI OWN MORE

BUICKS
THAN ANY OTHER CAR OF ANY PRICE
group of people you may

States own nearly twice as many Buicks as cars of the

choose these days, you will find more owners of Buicks

second make in Buick's field. And among all American

than of any other car in Buick's price range.

motorists, college people and non-college

In almost any representative

But consider the alumni of Dartmouth-or
of Dartmouth

the readers
In this

Alumni Magazine, at any rate.

group there are more owners of Buicks than of any other

people, the

ratio of Buick owners to owners of the second car is
equally impressive.
The excellence of design and manufacturing

which has

car of any price!

enabled Buick to win and hold this decisive leadership

According to figures from an impartial source*, 18 per

is nowhere more evident than in the new Buick Eight

cent of all readers of Dartmouth Alumni Magazine own

with Wizard Control.

Buicks. The car in second position-a

will understand why Buick is an overwhelming
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ot

alumni; and the second car comparable

to

models in a wide variety of body types. Prices range

by 16 per
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of this

Buick in price is owned by eight per cent.
This preference

for Buick among

DETTER

AUTOMOBILES

BU ICK
ARB

BUILT.

There

are 26

•Facts concerning ownership of Buices among graduates 01
Da,·t1ll0uth lind other collegesa,zd universities compiled by The
Graduate Group of publications and by Illumlzi associations.

of fifteen leading universities throughout the United

WHEN

everywhere.

Dartmouth

first place among all cars regardless of price. Alumni

NEW

people

from $935 to $2055, f.o.b, Flint, Michigan.

graduates is unusual only insofar as it gives Buick
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See and drive this car, and you
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GENI!RAL

CONTROL
M01'ORS

WITH

BODIES

BY

FISHER

AUTOMOTIVE
Lighting,

GRINDING

AND AIRCRAFT CABLES
Starting, and Ignition Cables and Assemblies.

POWER AND LIGHTING
WIRES
Solid, Stranded, Flexible, and Extra flexible conductor in
three grades: - National
Electric Code, Intermediate,
and 30% rubber insulation
Finish.
Weatherproof
Or Flameproof finish.

MACHINES

ELEVATOR CABLES
Control, Annunciator,

for a Variety of Purposes
in Toolroom and Production

Lighting

and Telephone.

FLEXIBLE CORnS
Heater cord.
Lamp cords in various types.
Heat resisting fixture wires and Asbestos Stove Wire.
Plain rubber sheath portable cord for garages, portable
tools or appliances.
Extra flexible cord for fans and magnetic or mercury
switches.

RACTICALLYevery type of production and toolroom grinding can be done accurately and economically on Brown & Sharpe Grinding Machines.
Easy to set up and operate, they save non-productive time, both of man and machine, a most
important factor in lowering costs. In addition,
they produce quality work with a high degree of
accuracy.

SPECIAL SERVICE CABLES
High voltage cables for Neon sign Oil burner ignition,
Static neutralizers. Heavy Current cables for Bartery charging, Welding,
Mining
and Moving picture machines,
Cables made to order for particular uses.

The No. 139 General Catalog lists the
complete line of Orindill.g Machines as
well as all other Eeuip-ment of our manufacture
includ£,zg Machi1lists'
Tools.
CUllers and lIobs. A ropy will be sent on
request,

For twenty-six years manl/fact""rs of high-grade rubber covered
wires and cables

BOSTON INSULATED
WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

BAU.C'N

CLOMB

POR PRECISIOM
industrial
leadership
is based
largely on interchangeable standard
parts.
The Bausch & Lomb
Contour
Measuring
Projector is America's
dependable aid in securing
accuracy
of
parts well within the
established limits.
AMERICA'S

CI~UC()l2
MASONR

Y

UNITS

They are light, tough and strong.
Used where fire safety, sound proofness and insulation are desired.
CINUCOR
units are used for all types
of construction and are rnade in
various sizes.
Wrile for "CINUCOR

MANUAL"

CINDER CONCRETE UNITS CORPORATION
BOSTON, MASSACHUSEITS
PLA T
East Somerville
l'hone SOMer8el
2754
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OFFICE
Middlesex A.e.
Eeat SonlcniJJe
Phone SOMer8el
2752-3

an IDEA

AHA

for

YOU

HE

HAS BROUGHT
money-making
and money-saving
ideas to owners
and
operators
of many industrial
plants
all over the world, has the
G. T. M. - Goodyear
Technical
Man.
His specialty is rubber, as applied
to power
transmission,
conveying,
elevating,
bigger
work, faster work,
cleaner work in thousands
of plants
and scores of industries.
He is an
THE

BELTS

•

expert
on rubber,
with a practical
knowledge
of operating
conditions in
many industries.
Here on this page
you see suggested
typical
operations
in which
G.T. M.-specified
Goodyear
Mechanical Rubber
Goods
are
delivering
better
service,
more trouble-free
service, at lower cost-which,
after all,
sums up to more profit in any operation.

In the cases illustrated,
and in many,
many more, the G.T. M., functioning on
the Goodyear
Plant Analysis Plan, contributed a sound, scientific idea which
meant money to the owner or operotor.
Might he not do as much for you?
Then why not get in to uch with him?
A line, or a call,
to Goodyear,
Akron, Ohio, or Los Angeles, California, will bring the G. T. M.

GREATEST

MOLDED

RUBBER

GOO

TUNE
Goodyear
hear

the

Goodyear
Orchestra

•

DS

H 0 SE

•

PACKING

IN:
invites

Revellers

you

to

Quartet,

Concert-Dance
and a feature guest

artist every Wednesday

night,

over N. B. C. Red Network,
Goodyear Dredge Sleeves are factors in many successful
dredging operations in all the waters of this continent.
Being scientifically designed, constructed and specifled
for this duty, they give on excellent account of themselves wherever they ore employed

WEAF and Associated
Station,

(314 )

The very lorgest cool conveying operations in fhiscounfry are done on Goodyear Conveyor Belts. These belts,
scientifically designed, constructed and applied to their
work, have a record for outlasting others by 0$ much
os millions more tons carried ond yeors more of service

